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Designing Videodisc-based Courseware

for the High School

Part I: A Rationale for Interactive Videodisc Instruction

The phrase "technological applications in education" usually

evokes the image of a computer. In reality the underlying

phenomena is the information age, with the computer serving as a

major tool. One indication of educators' growing awareness of

the breadth and pervasiveness of this underlying phenomena is the

growing use of the term "technological literacy" in place of the

term "computer literacy." The influence of other technologies

such as videotape, videodisc, fiber optics, and satellite

communications are beginning to be recognized as the schools

prepare the present school age population for a place in an

information-oriented society.

One of the most promising of the new information age

technologies is laser videodisc technology. The technology is

challenging the LP record in the form of the compact audiodisc;

archival use of the computer's magnetic "hard o 'c" is being

replaced by optically read digital discs; microfilm and

microfiche storage and retrieval technologies are also being

replaced by videodisc-based recording and retrieval systems, and

videotape players are being challenged by laser videodisc

players.1

1 A brief description of laser videodisc technology. A

standard laser videodisc looks like a shiny white metallic LP
record. The disc stores the same type of information as
videotape, but the disc is a random access medium, and each of
the 54,000 high-quality, individual frames on one side of the
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While few have questioned the potential of interactive

videodisc instruction to make a major contribution in naalth,

defense, and industrial training, the potential of videodisc-

based instruction for the public school has been questioned. Some

of the concerns have included the resistance of public educators

to technology, the group teaching practices of teachers, the cost

of hardware, and the lack of enough quality courseware to support

investment in the technology. The rush by educators to embrace

microcomputer technology has demonstrated that educators can and

will invest in technology on a large scale. Despite this

demonstration of interest in technology, the nature of the public

school is such that widescale adoption of videodisc technology

may not occur until videodisc-based instructional products are

specifically designed to meet the needs, restrictions, and

strengths of public school instruction.

It is the purpose of this paper to (1) outline the issues

involved in designing videodisc-based instruction to meet the

needs of the public high school, and (2) describe the approach

being used in one project that is developing videodisc-based

courseware for high school math and science instruction.

average disc can be accessed in a second or two. There is no
reduction in Lhe quality of the video image when one moves from
motion to s*ill on a videodisc. In the laser reflective format,
a low-power laser beam in the player is directed onto the disc
surface, where it either strikes a tiny pit or the more
reflective surface between the billions of pits etched in the
surface. The laser light is then reflected off the surface to a
sensor, which detects these variations in intensity of the
reflected light. The variations in light intensity, detected by
the sensor, are transformed into a signal that is fed to a
television receiver. The pits are protected by thick, clear
plastic, and only the laser light contacts the disc, resulting in
a very robust storage medium and player system.
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. Level 2. The Level 2 player adds the intelligence of

an internal microprocessor to the Level 1 functions. The

computer code to control the various functions can be placed

in an audio track on a disc. Complex combinations of

functions can then be conducted automatically or triggered

by input through the player's control panel.

Level 3. Systems at this level consist of a Level 1 or

2 player linked to a microcomputer. Such a system will

allow both computer and videodisc-generated material to be

shown on the screen. In Level 3, the added intelligence and

"read" and "write" functions of the microcomputer are added

to the wide range of video functions of the videodisc

player.

Level 4. A Level 4 system is distinguished from a

Level 3 system by the additional power of the microcomputer

software. If some type of artificial intelligence software

is used, it is usually classified as a Level 4 system.

(c) Picture stop: A picture stop is a point or frame at
which the player will stop automatically. For example, 'f
students are to work a problem in their workbooks after d

demonstration, a picture stop will cause the player to stop
automatically with the problem showing on the screen. The
teactler ca,. then signal the player to advance when the students
have completed the assignment. This very practical function
allows the teacher more time to monitor pupils rather than be
detracted by the operation of the player.

(d) Selectable audio channels: While the entertainment
industry typically uses the two audio channels for high quality
stereo, the educator can remotely select both or either channel.
This is often used when different audio tracks are used for the
same visual display, for example, watching the same display in
two different languages or presenting a display while posing a
problem and then replaying, giving the solution on the second
audio track.



Classifying Types of Instructional Videodisc Configurations

A widely adopted classification system was proposed by the

Nebraska Videodisc Design and Production Group in 1979 (Daynes,

1984). The classification system is based on the "intelligence"

levels of different systems. The initial classification scheme

included Levels "0" through "3," and that classification has

recently been augmented by a Level "4." The different levels are

as follows:

Level 0.------- This system consists of a linear player.

Such systems are primarily designed for home entertainment,

have limited interactive functions, and many of the same

instructional applications as video tape players and movie

projectors.

Level 1. The Level 1 players also include quick frame

access, freeze frame and scanning functions, two user

selectable audio channels, chapter and picture stops.2

2 A brief description of Level 1 functions.

(a) Quick frame access: There are 54,000 individually
addressable frames on each side of a videodisc. A frame can be
selected and fcund using the player's remote control panel. When
moving from one frame to another that is a few hundred frames
apart, the search time is not perceptable. If the frames are
th:usands of frames apart, most players will make the change
within three secr'nds at the most. The facility to allow a
teacher to branch quickly to any frame from any location in the
classroom is a very practical feature.

(b) Chapter stop: The branching may be done by frame or
chapter. To access a frame the teacher enters a 5-digit frame
address or a 2-digit "chapter" address. Approximately 70 encoded
chapter stops can be placed on one side of a disc. The chapter
stop increases the speed and practicality of branching.

3
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The Educational Implications of the Differe.t Levels

Of the different levels, Level 1 and Level 3 appear to have

the most instructional value at present. Level 3 has received

the most attention in industrial and military training efforts.

A Level 3 emphasis implies that the instructional institution

emphasizes the individual learning station as a major

instructional delivery system and that there are resources to

support the installation and maintenance of individual learning

stations. Some public school districts have the interest and

resources to support the extensive use of Level 3 learning

stations. However, a large number of school districts are

heavily committed to group instruction, with the teacher as the

primary instructional agent and technological aids in a range of

support roles.

There is a tendency for many in instructional technology to

assume that the individual learning station is the most powerful

instructional delivery system and that the acceptance of anything

less occurs because of a lack of resources. The widespread

acceptance of this assumption suggests that there is a wealth of

research to support the clear, comparative advantage of the

individual learning station over other instructional delivery

systems. Such is not the case. In their comprehensive review of

the research literature on individualized systems of instruction

in secondary schools, Bangert, Kulik, and Kulik (1983) reported

that group-paced systems "appeared to produce stronger effects"

than self-paced systems. The findings do not suggest that

computer-assisted instruction and other types of self-paced

5
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systems are not effective. Indeed, the findings supported the

effectiveness of computer-assisted instruction. The point is

that other instructional delivery systems that monitor the

individual's progress, including group-paced and systems such as

peer tutoring, have been shown to be just as effective as some

self-paced systems. Thus, the technologically based individual

learning station must not be viewed as the ultimate delivery

system for the public school.3

The Level 1 videodisc system adds both a massive storage

capacity and fast random access facility to the combined

instructional functions of the videotape players and film and

slide projectors. For this reason, this omnibus medium needs

little promotion if we accept the instructional potential of any

one of the media that videodisc technolgy can emulate. In

analyzing the different instructional presentation functions

possible with different media and media combinations, the

combination of a Level 1 videodisc system and individual pupil

workbooks results in a very flexible and comprehensive

instructional delivery system (Walker & Butler, 1984). For the

purposes of this article, a typical Level 1 system will include

3The individual learning station is an effective tool that
can make an important contribution, depending on the need and
resources present in a specific instructional setting (Friedman &
Hofmeister/ 1984). There may be specific situations where the
technologically based learning station may be clearly the best
alternative. The rationale for the development of the MECC
(Minnesota Educational Computer Consortium) high school
videodisc-based economics course was the unavailability of
teachers trained in the subject (Glenn, Kozen, & Pollak, 1984).
This Level 3 videodisc project was the only available delivery
system for some high school students.
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the integrated use of individual workbook material and videodisc

presentations to large or small groups and individuals. In a

typical Level 1 system the teacher would spend a large amount of

time moving around the classroom checking on individual workbook

activities, guiding discussion, and controlling the videodisc

player with the aid of a remote concrol panel. Classroom

management and attention to individuals is enhanced when the

teacher is not confined to the front of the class.

Because of its considerable flexibility, decisions to

implement Level 1 videodisc technology are riot tied to the nature

of the medium, but to such issues as hardware cost and

availability of quality courseware. We have seen a recent

decrease in price and size and an increase in the reliability of

videodisc players. Quality videodisc players are now available

fcr approximately $500. The availability of a range of quality

courseware is, then, clearly, the most important issue.

Staff Development and Student Achievement

In terms of external appearance, the Level 3 videodisc

system and a computerassisted instuction (CAI) system appear

very similar. In reality there are some subtle, yet important,

differences between Level 3 and CAI systems. Perhaps the most

important difference is in the degree to which the two systems

can emulate the instructional presentations of effective

teachers. In the past CAI has not tried to model the classroom

presentation practices of the effective teacher. The cost and

complexity of generating the graphic visual displays and the

associated audio have limited the ability of CAI to emulate the
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. dynamic instructional procedures of the teacher. CAI has,

instead, relied on the instructional presentation practices of

programmed learning. Programmed learning's extensive use of the

single-frame immediate feedback, and the extensive use of text to

communicate is much more suited to the capacities of

microcomputers presently being used in the schools. These

programmed learning approaches being used in some CAI programs

have clearly been effective in meeting their primary purpose cf

instructing students (Hartley, 1977; Bangert, Kulik & Kulik,

1983; Fisher, 1983). The problems of instruction in some high

school subjects are not limi"..ed to the need to teach students.

Ewell (1983) reported as follows:

Math teacher scarcity is so great that even when

compared with the 'traditional shortage' of physics

teachers, it ranked higher.

The roots of the problem go even deeper. A study by

the NCMT indicates that last year 25 percent of math

teaching positions were filled by uncertified instructors or

those holding only temporary certificates. According to Max

Sobel, president of the 45,000-member teacher's

organization, this rate approached 50 percent in some areas

of the country! (p. 36)

If an instructional delivery system can both instruct

students and model the presentation practices of effective

instructors, then its cost effectiveness will increase

significantly in subject areas where staff development and

student achievement are both important. Of the technological

alternatives presently availaba.e, interactive vide "di sc



instruction appears to be the one best suited for modeling

effective teaching presentations and increasing student

achievement.

Dual Level Videodisc Courseware

There is ample evidence to suggest that it is possible to

design videodisc-based courseware that can be used in both Level

1 and Level 3 systems (Jonassen, 1984). Kessinyer (1984-85) in

his in-depth review of MECC's videodisc - 'teased economics course,

reported as follows:

MECC originally designed Introduction to Economics for

those smaller high-schools unable to offer economics as a

regular class. One could simply set it up in a media center

and allow students to work through the coursr. at their own

pace. Yetis it quite likely that this MECC package will be

of interest to teachers in larger schools. These material

can be used with the whole class in a discussion format to

introduce topics with precise control and immediate feedback

under teacher direction. I have used a similar approach

with middle school students. It worked smoothly, and the

level of discussion from first period in the morning to the

last period of a teaching day was high. And it was fun. In

most cases, Introduction to Economics will work with

individual students, small groups and entire classes. (p. 37)

Lifective Instruction and the High school Learner

The point has been made quite forcefully by Clark (1983)

that the medium serves as a vehicle for instruction and that the

9
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instructional methodology will be the important variable in

determining the effectiveness of the instructional product. The

components ,..,...c.. an effective instructional methodology were

sum.oarized by Ragosta (1983). In reporting on a successful

longitudinal study of a CAI project, Ragosta stated,

The success of CAI in this study may )e related to the

successful practices identified in other effectiveness

studies: mastery learning: high academic learning time,

direct instruction, adaptability and consistency of

instruction, an orderly atmosphere with the expectation of

success in basic skills, the use of drill, and equal

opportunity for responses from all students with a high

probability of success in responding. (p. 124)

In addition to the above listed components of an effective

instructional methodology, consideration must be given to the

specific characteristics of the high school learner. In

mathematics in particular, a significant percentage of high

school students will display a range of inappropriate learning

strategies. The observant high school teacher is very much aware

that the teacher must not only plan instruction to teach new

material, but also counter the attitudes and learning habits

resulting from past unsuccessful experiences with the subject.

There are two main types of inappropriate learning behaviors

that instruction must counter. The first is an unwillingness to

follow directions in lieu of alternative student-generated

procedures, which could range from using their own "short cuts"

to copying the answers from their peers. The second is the

emphasis on single -rase problem solving at the expense of

10
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developing general problem solving strategies. Too often the

unsuccessful student fai_s to recognize a problem as a member of

a class of problems. A student cannot hope to achieve conceptual

depth in a subject area, such as mathematis, if the basic

problem types are not recognized slug the problem solving rule or

rules for the problem class brought to bear on the problem.

If instructional procedures are to counter these two main

types of inappropriate learning behaviors present in many high

school learners, then the teacher must first restore the

student's confidence in instructional directions. As Rosenshine

and Berliner (1978) and Ragosta (1983) have noted, a "direct"

instructional approach is needed. Clear specific directions,

which make the problems a.d the problem-solving steps explicit,

are essential. Long-winded "interest building" introductions

that disgui.,e the problem and leave the problem solving to

student trial and error may have some value for the successful

student with well-developed problem-solving skills. Such

procedures will, however, compound the problems of the

unsuccessful students, c , .11 need explicit problem-solving

strategies and numerous consistent demonstrations of success

before the will consider instructional directions worth their

attention.

Developing generalizable problem-solving strategies, instead

of the rote learning of individual examples, requires carefully

managed instructional sequences in which problem classes and

their associated rules are carefully introduced, practiced to

mastery, and reviewed. The Level 1 and the Level 3 interactive



videodisc sys'ems are ideal vehicles for ensuring the careful

control of the instructional sequence, while at the same time

ensuring that there is flexibility to allow faster learners to

move through only the material they need to cover.

Conclusion: Part I

In summary, the range of resources and instructional needs

present in public high schools suggests that the Level 3 learning

station approach, so popular in other areas such as industrial

training, may be too narrow a delivery system. Videodisc-based

courseware can be designed to work effectively as Level 1 and

Level 3 delivery systems. This dual level approach to videodisc-

based courseware development appears convistent with the range of

resources and instructional needs present in public high schools.

The dual level approach appears particularly well suited to math

and science instruction, where both student achievement and staff

development are of major concern.

The flexibility of interactive videodisc technology can

allow the instructor to adapt instruction to the needs of a wide

range of learners. The potential exists, even with Level 1

systems using individual pupil workbooks, to provide both very

structured learning sequences for the slower learner and a range

of learning tracks for the more successful student.

Part II: Core Concepts in Math and Science

In Part I of this paper, a rationale was developed for the

use of interactive videodisc technology for high school

instruction in math and science. In Part II, we report on the

12



development of a series of interactive videodiscs for high school

math and science. The series, entitled "Core Concepts in Math

and Science," is being developed by Systems Impact Inc., a

private corporation supported by faculty at several universities

and the administrators and teaching staff of a range of school

districts on both coasts.

The initial set of courses, in order of development and

validation, are: a preparatory ;ourse on fractions (three

discs), a full-semester prealgebra course (ten discs), algebra

(eleven discs), biology (t./elve discs), and physical science (ten

discs).

Instructional Format

In designing a dual level interactive videodisc product, a

decision had to be made regarding whether to emphasize Level 1 or

Level 3 initially. It was decided to emphasize Level 1

procedures in the initial stages of development. The reason

being that the Level 1 format, with its group presentation and

its reduced facility for extensive branching, required very

effective instructional sequences. If the instructional

hierarchies are not valid, and if the important prerequisite

skills are not identified, then the Level 1 format will not be

successful. The Level 3 format is more tolerant of inadequate

instructional sequences because of the increased facility for

remedial branching and because of the potential to supplement

inadequate videodisc content with microcomputer-delivered

material. If the initial emphasis is placed on the Level 1

format, then the quality of the Level 3 format is also enhanced

13 16



through the use of better sequences and less failure experiences

with their associated remedial loops. Validity threats, due to

novelty effects associated with the computer hardware of the

individual learning station, are also reduced.

Because of the heavier involvement of the teacher in the

Level 1 format, it is essential that the field testing is

carefully monitored to ensure that success can be attributed to

the product and not to unrecorded adaptions of individual field

test teachers. Such careful monitoring also allows the

observations and recommendations of the field-test teachers and

observers to be added to those of the product developers and the

content and design consultants.

Development and Validation Procedures

The major development and validation procedures included:

1. An analysis of school district curricular and textbook

content. For each course, curricula from school dist,:icts in

several geographically separated states and four or five widely

used textbooks were used for the initial curriculum analysis.

2. An initial listing of possible core concepts. In

selecting core concepts the intention was not to try and teach

everything but to select the most common and the most important

foundation concepts, and teach them well

3. A review of the initial listing by content consultants

and the associated revision of the listing. Consultant input at

this stage was primarily concerned with the selection of the most

important concepts and their approximate instructional sequence.

4. The preparation of "track scripts" and their review by

14
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.

consultants. A track script is a preliminary draft of the

videodisc script for a specific curriculum strand. Through the

review procel- -onsultants make input on sequence, terminology,

and instructional presentation issues. A course will contain

several curriculum strands and their associated track scripts.

The use of track scripts make the underlying curriculum

structures visible to all and facilities revision on a modular

basis.

5. The develokment of prototype field-test lessons.

Lesson scripts are prepared from the revised track scripts.

Videotapes are used to approximate the videodisc presentations in

the fi,,ld testing.

6. The field testing and revision of prototype lessons.

The process of field testing and revision is repeated until

product effectiveness is consistently demonstrated. To date,

courses have been through three to four revision cycles. In a

typical field test, there will be two groups, approximately ten

lessons apart, being field tested at the same time. As problems

are encountered in the first group, alternative procedures are

developed and tried on the group that is ten lessons behind.

Such a procedure allows for extensive product improvement in a

Limited time period. The field test and revision cycle is

repeated until a version is developed that is consistently

effective.

The decisions on the degree of product effectiveness are

based on an analysis of individual pupil performance on daily in-

class assignments, homework, and criterion-referenced tests

administered as a part of every fifth lesson, The daily

15
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worksheet analyses provide information on tie effectiveness of

the specific instructional procedures used in the daily lessons.

The criterion-referenced tests provide information on the degree

of mastery of th, core concepts. The testing procedures also

include previously mastered material to check on retention.

7. The preparation of videodiscs and supporting print

materials. After the prototype videotape and print materials

have been refined and their effectiveness demonstrated, the

videodiscs and final versions of the instructor manual and the

individual student workbook are developed. The prototype

videotapes are low budget, half-inch tapes. Only after

effectiveness is demonstrated with the prototype materials is an

investment made in the final one-inch, broadcast-quality, master

videotape with high quality graphics, high interest motion

footage, and a quality, precisely paced narration. The final

videodiscs are made from this one-inch master tape.

This two-stage video production process, with its dependence

on success with the mire primitive prototypes, is a very

demanding development process. It does, however, ensure that the

final product is both robust and effective and not highly

dependent on the high interest video effects added in the second

phase. Too much dependence on such high-interest video material

could result in novelty effects, disguising and overestimating

the true long-term instructional value of the product.

Observations front the Field Testing

1. Narration format and student interaction. In the early

field testing, considerable attention was given to the
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identification of a narration format that was suited to both

Level 1 and Level 3. Perhaps the most common narration format

used with videotape instruction is the "illustrated lecture"

approach. While such an approach has been used successfully with

video programs such as the early "Nova" series, where extensive

student interaction is not expected or programmed for, it would

clearly reduce the possibility of extensive student interaction

in either a Level 1 or a Level 3 approach.

Experiments were conducted with a tutorial approach to the

narration. This approach was designed to emphasize the highly

personalized, step-by-step, question-packed presentation of the

expert tutor. While a tutorial approach was well suited to a

Level 3 mode, where there was no limit to the system's ability to

pose questions and supply feedback, there was some question as to

whether it would be successful in the group-oriented Level 1

mode.

In the tutorial format, there were three basic types of

student interactions. The most time-consuming interaction

required the group to make individual written responses. The

videodisc would stop with the question posed on a "still frame."

When the group was ready, the teacher would advance the videodisc

to the next still frame, or series of still frames, that provided

the solution to the problem. In some cases the solution would be

presented using motion and narration rather than the more space-

saving still frames. Motion sequences are necessary to present

audio feedback. Motion presentations, however, use up still

frames at the rate of 30 per second.
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The second most time-consuming type of student interaction

was similar to the one just described, except that an oral rather

than a written response was required. The least time-consuming,

and most common interaction, was one in which a question was

posed by the narrator; a short pause was provided for an oral

group response, and the disc moved on automatically and provided

the feedback. The field testing demonstrated that it was

possible to achieve a ver3 nigh level of student interaction,

even with full class group , through the appropriate mix of these

three types of ..ateractions.

Stodolsky (1984) has noted that "Pacing is a very central

variable in the analysis of instruction." It was found possible

to use a fast-paced, highly involved tutorial narration for the

Level 1 group presentations. The critical variables were the

appropriate mix of types of interactions and the quality of the

instructional sequence and associated demonstrations. A poor

sequence made even very slow pacing ineffective fat ensuring

adequate student engagemint.

2. The comparative value of the videodisc presentations.

While few would question the instructional value of videodisc

presentations that capture laboratory demonstrations which would

be difficult or dangerous to conduct, the comparative value of

the less spectacular presentations is often overlooked, Even

with simple demonstrations, such as the application of the

distributive law in algebra, the advantage over the standard

teacher- delivered chalkboard presentation was substantial.

With the videodisc the teacher was able to stand toward the

back of the classroom and maintain full control of the class.
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The loss of class observation and time that occurs when the

teacher has to write the pzoolem on the chalkboard is removed.

In demonstrating the distributive law, the presentation of the

parallel actions of the external term on the terms inside the

parentheses was possible with the videodisc. This presentation

was made even more powerful when tied to the precisely timed

narration. In summary then, even with relatively simple

instructional presentations, the teacher, using the videodisc,

was more in control, was able to present more demonstrations in

less time, was able to give higher quality demonstrations, and

was able to give more attention to individuals.

3. Classroom ana ge men t and ma s teryl ea rn i n g The

development of an effective Levu 1 delivery system requires that

the teacher's behavior be given the same attention as the

student's. Dynamic video and well-designed instructional

sequences will not ensure adequate learning by the full range of

students found in secondary classrooms. Economical, practical,

and effective instructional management procedures must be used

for ensuring that individual needs are met when group-oriented

instructional systems are used. The following management

procedures were developed as a part of the field test and program

revision procedures.

Each course has numerous checkpoints for evaluating student

progress. At each checkpoint, the teacher decides whether enough

of the students are performing acceptably. If class performance

is satisfactory, the next instructional segment is presented. If

performance is unsatisfactory, the teacher replays the



appropriate earlier segment from a videodisc and then presents

practice problems using still frames. A sufficient number of

alternate practice problems are provided on still frames to

ensure that student s-,..ccess will be due to conceptual

understanding rather than rote memory.

The following checkpoints and associated procedures were

found to be effective:

1. After each new instructional segment from a lesson.

These checks indicate how well initial learning is progressing.

2. Before the beginning-of the next lesson. This brief

quiz is a one-day delay check.

3. After every fourth lesson. This mastery test is a one-

week delay check.

4. At the end of each grading period. This exam is a

multi-week delay check.

In classes with a wide ability range: this mastery learning

system gave field-test teachers the feedback needed to decide how

much additional explanation and practice was needed by the

students.

Conclusion: Part II

The field testing of the Core Concepts courses demonstrated

that the combination of interactive videodisc technology, with

selected instructional design and mastery learning procedures,

provided the teacher with a flexible and powerful resource. The

"core concept" orientation allowed the teacher to provide

effective instruction on the most important central concepts to



all learners, and still include other material and address the

needs of such special groups as the advanced learners.
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